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Tourism In 2010: A Slight Decrease
Statistically speaking,
tourism dipped slightly
in 2010, with a 1.22%
decrease from 2009,
already a slow year. Economic indicators and the
number of visitors were
down, yet tourism seems
to be on the upswing
once again.

Air Traffic Report

Even if the air traffic fell
below the symbolic benchmark of 140,000 passengers annually (139,066 in
2010, arrivals and departures combined), for a
2.87% decrease over 2009
(the worst year since 1996
in terms of passengers),
paradoxically signs of an
increase are evident. International traffic (to and
from Juliana, Puerto Rico,
and other non-French
Caribbean islands), which
represents 70% of all
activity at the airport,
increased by 3.34% compared to 2009, with an
extra 3,149 passengers. To
and from Juliana, the
increase was 2.92% or
89,027 passengers in 2010
compared to 86,499 in
2009. Other international

destinations (San Juan,
Antigua, Anguilla…)
increased by 8%, or an
additional 621 passengers.
In contrast to the upswing
in international traffic,
“national” flights (to and
from Pointe-à-Pitre and
Grand Case) had decreases: - 20.09% from Pointeà-Pitre/Saint Barth, a route
that in four years, lost
almost 19,400 passengers;
and from Grand Case a
decrease of 7.38% (18,571
passengers compared to
20,050 in 2009), although
the numbers have gone up
some since the summer.
High Season Higher
In 2009, airport traffic was
low from December
through May (high season), while 2010 showed
more stability during the
first few months of the
year (-3.8% in January; 0.03% in February; 0.64% in March; -0.71%
in April), indicating that a
potential increase, at least
for the American market,
was right around the corner.
The same is not true for
the French/European market where a severe drop

was seen in the summer (6.66% in July; -11.82% in
August) when this clientele is traditionally
stronger.
Winair Flies Ahead
For local airlines, the
Dutch Antilles company,
Winair, is the leader, with
an increase of 20%
(63,231 departures and
arrivals in 2010, compared
to 52,590 in 2009). Saint
Barth Commuter, second
in line, finished 2010 with
a decrease of 2.94% or
39,402 passengers compared to 40,597 in 2009.
Tradewind
Aviation
(+33.16% with 4,080 passengers in 2010) and
Anguilla Air Services (+9.28% with 1,708
passengers) indicate the
health of charter companies and boutique airlines.
Last but not least, even if
the number of flights is
lower (-10.75% for commercial flights), the Saint
Barth airport, with 31,609
takeoffs and landings in
2010, remains the busiest
airport in terms of airborne
activity.

Cruising
Into The Port

2010 was a good year for
the pleasure port, better

than 2009 if the weather
hadn’t once again gotten in
the way.
With 240,581 cruise ship
passengers (coming and
going) compared to
242,848 in 2009, saw a
decrease of 20,63%, with
47,723 people arriving in
2009 compared to 38,005
in 2010, while yachts and
ferries notes a double figure improvement. Port
director Ernest Brin
explains the cruise
decrease as due to the cancellation of 11 boats due to
strong swells and other
weather formations during
2010.
Motor yachts and sailboats, which suffered a
crisis in 2009, saw an
uptick in 2010 with a
10.39% increase in the
number of passengers
(35,142 compared to
31,834 in 2009) and a
7.42% increase in the
number of boats (5,047
against 4,698 in 2009).
Interisland traffic (Saint
Martin/Saint Barth) grew
in 2010 by 27,09% in the
number of arrivals (2,852
against 2,244 in 2009),
and +12.9% in the number
of passengers embarking
(62,441 against 55,304 in
2009) and +11.15% in the
number of passengers disembarking (66,988 against
60264 in 2009).
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L’AVION CELEBRATES SIXTH ANNIVERSARY
barth.com).“It is really
“island casual” clothing,
although the women’s
styles are more sophisticated in terms of texture
and material,” says Weinberger. “We are not trying
to compete with the
designer shops.

As the popular clothing
brand, L’Avion, celebrates
its sixth anniversary, The
St Barth Weekly chatted
with pediatrician Norman
Weinberger, who with his
wife Susan, a mentoring
mogul, founded the company. “When we first came
here, 27 years ago, it wasn’t so expensive,” he
recalls. He figures that
after airfare, they spent
just $125 a day for a small
villa and food.
“Over the years, it started
getting more expensive,”
he says. “We thought it
would be fun to find a way
to counter the costs. We
came up with crazy ideas
like let’s make cookies, or

bring down a smoker for
pork shoulders. Then we
rented a house in Pointe
Milou and watched the
planes take off and land
silhouetted against the sun,
and I said that’s it.”

But before coming up with
the now famous logo that
embodies the landing on
the small airstrip in Saint
Barth, the Weinbergers
spent a year working on
the project and tried a few
other ideas along the way,
from the white bonnets in
Corossol to an iguana and
a palm tree, but the silhouette of the plane was the
winner. Their daughter
Lisa, a graphic designer in
Philadelphia, developed
the logo, and after focus
groups and seasoned shoppers gave their thumbs up,
L’Avion was ready for
take off.
“The Drugstore des
Caraibes starting carrying
the t-shirts,” notes Norman
Weinberger. “ We got
friendly with the owner,
Florence, and it grew from
there.” Today there are
over 30 different items that
sport the L’Avion logo,
from baseball caps, beach
bags, beach towels, tshirts, polo shirts, kid’s
and women’s tank tops,
shorts, and yoga pants, as
well as a new clear plastic
beach bag and purse (a
website is under construction at www.lavionst-
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After 37 years in private
practice in Connecticut,
Weinberger now works in
a community health clinic,
where his contract gives
him the month of February
off to come to St Barth,
where they have rented the
same villa in Camaruche
for the past four years. On
Sunday, February 20, they
are holding a tag sale,
where items include
books, CDs, and last season’s L’Avion t-shirts
mostly for women and
kids as well as men’s XL
and XXL. (Call for directions at 05-90-52-09-88 or
from St. Jean, travel
toward Vitet. Just before
the sign on the right to
turn to Vitet, turn left up
the narrow road to the second big white house on the
left, following the brown
fence and balloons to the
entrance.)
With two children, five
grandchildren, and very
hectic lives, the Weinbergers still love coming to
Saint Barth. “We like it
here because we feel very
comfortable here,” says
Norman. “I love the sky
and the water and the
sound of the rain on the
roof. We land here and are
at peace, even if it’s only
for a few days.”
Ellen Lampert-Gréaux
Photo: Rosemond Gréaux
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Waves of Gold
Jeweler
Ross
Coppelman
(http://www.rosscoppelman.com) is
based on Cape Cod in Massachusetts, where the view from his back
patio is not unlike a view in Saint
Barth: waves, shore birds, sunsets… “This has really influenced
my work since we moved there in
2002,” says the goldsmith, who is
back in Saint Barth for his annual
show at Les Artisans in Gustavia
(champagne reception for the artist
on Friday evening, February 18).
“Before that everything was more
abstract and based on ancient
imagery with a lot of curves. One
day, a curve turned back and
became a wave, and that was that.
It took a few years before it penetrated into my creativity.”
His work also seems to have become
more sophisticated over the years as
seen in his new collection, especially
two cuff bracelets in gold, silver, and
diamonds, each of which has a centerpiece boulder opal from Australia.
“The color of these opals is very
intense,” explains Coppelman, noting that the stones form in crevices
of ironstone rocks. “There are thin
veins of opal running through the
rocks so the face of the stone is not
always flat, as they follow the shape
of the fissures,” he notes. “I used it a
lot in the past but hadn’t set any in
the past five years.”
Coppleman also is a big fan of 22K

Many of his pieces are sprinkled
with 22K gold dust on silver for
a slightly rugged look, creating
rocks for a pair of small gold
birds in a circular pendant or
floral petals with texture. One of
his most unusual pieces is a
necklace made of bright pink
sapphires with an unpolished,
crystal-like finish, interlaced
with flat, six-sided 22K gold
disks or beads, which echo the
shape of the sapphires, and one
of which comprises the clasp. A
pair of earrings feature whitishgray cat’s eye moonstones that
Coppelman bought back in 1972
and finally was inspired to set.
gold, liking the bright yellow and the
way it contrasts with diamonds and
other precious stones he uses such as
various colors of sapphires and
rubies, as well as pearls and a deep
blue tanzanite he has set into two
new rings. An extraordinary ring is a
style the jeweler originally designed
36 years ago and decided to bring
back. Its square shape comprises
four strips of patterned gold, one set
with small diamonds. “I thought of it
looking at the striations of rock layers, but other people have other
interpretations, such as The Wailing
Wall,” he points out. This ring is in
18 karat rather then 22, due to the
recent rise in prices: “It’s my concession to the gold market,” says
Coppelman.

An 18K gold bracelet called “Day and
Night” best evokes the shifting landscapes seen from Coppleman’s back
patio. The square gold links are beach
scenes that move from sunrise to sunset, with blue sapphires as waves,
pink and purple ones for the sky at
sunset. “It’s like watching the water
and the sky throughout an entire day,”
he explains. This and another fabulous
gold bracelet set with precious stones
are examples of his work that still pay
homage to the classical Egyptian feeling that Coppelman likes so much,
while also embracing a more contemporary style, giving his pieces a timeless beauty.
Ellen Lampert-Gréaux
Photo: Rosemond Gréaux
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Botany : An Inventory Of Flora And Fauna Underway
French botanist Claude
Sastre has been climbing
up and down the hills of
Saint Barth. An honorary
professor at the National
Museum of Natural History in Paris, Sastre has
done extensive research
on West Indian flora and
is now starting “The Program,” a detailed inventory of the flora and fauna
specific to Saint Barth, in
a project initiated by the
association Saint Barth
Essentiel. Sastre is the
first scientist to participate, but others will follow in his footsteps to
work on an inventory that
the association estimates
will take three years to
complete.

Hélène Bernier, president
of the association and

Michel and his staff are
happy to welcome you to their
pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 6,50 euros.

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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originator of the project,
thinks it is important for
Saint Barth to have its own
botanical references, especially now that the island
is now longer officially
part of Guadeloupe. “Even
if the local flora and fauna
resemble that Guadeloupe,
they are not exactly the
same,” explains Sastre,
who first came to Saint
Barth 10 years ago while
working on the “Red
Book” that lists the rare
and endangered species of
the French Antilles.
“This inventory will allow
us to identify how this
milieu differs, and also
name its elements according to the vernacular in
Saint Barth, rather than
that of Guadeloupe,” adds
the botanist.
The inventory includes
two collections of fauna
and flora specimens that
represent Saint Barth. The
fauna collection, if St
Barth Essential can convince the Collectivity, will
remain in Saint Barth. The

flora will go to the Museum of Natural History in
Paris for reference. Saint
Barth will also have its
own “red list” for species
that are endangered.
For the fieldwork, the
island was divided into 34
squares of approximately
1.2 kilometers in order to
collect specimens. Sastre
is working on flora, followed by Anne Breuil during the summer. Léonide
Celini from the University
of Paris-East-Creteil XII
and Louis Justin Joseph of
the National Natural History Museum will conduct
an inventory of insects in
June. What about the census of amphibians and reptiles? Three experts from
the National Natural History Museum, Michel
Breuil and Mr. Maréchal,
as well as Pierre Jacques, a
butterfly specialist, will
complete the roster of scientists who have volunteered to work on this
inventory.
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THROUGH FEBRAURY 28, 2011
Villa KUB

Nicole Etienne : Bare
Nicole Etienne:
Bare,
Naked
Views of St.
B a r t h é l e m y.
‘Bare’ is the product of a five-year
love affair with St.
Barth. Etienne fell
for the rugged,
naked beauty of
the island on her
first visit and has
returned many
times to capture its
many different
looks. Her landscapes focus on
the tender evening
light, pinks and
greys reflected on
the clouds as the sun slips
beneath the horizon. Her
beach scenes evoke the
quiet moments at the end
of the day as the last beach
goers enjoy the simple
pleasure of deserted sand
and rock. Here, Etienne
combines her original photography with paint to
blend reality with artistic
imagination. ‘Bare’ also
takes us to the uninhibited
side of the island—on a
naked walk amongst the
cacti and into the bedrooms
of the villas where, by

Sophisticated 4-bedroom villa offering sweeping
views over Flamands Bay. Great finishings.
Heated infinity pool.
€ 4,000,000

Villa GJS

night, another story
unfolds.
Etienne holds a masters
degree in fine art from the
New York Academy of Art.
‘Bare’ is her latest solo
show following exhibitions
in London and California.
She thanks Jane and David
Matthews for their ongoing
support of her work and for
providing such a beautiful
environment.
The exhibition runs
through February 28, 2011
at Jane’s Gallery, Eden
Rock, St Jean

Brand new 4-bedroom villa, beautiful sunset
location near Gouverneur with views on the ocean
as far as the eye can see. Living-room open
to the deck and pool.
€ 3,800,000

Villa JMP

Beautiful 3-bedroom property surrounded by lush
vegetation offering maximum privacy. Large sunbathing deck with pool and lovely ocean view.
€ 2,600,000
Sibarth Real Estate
Tel: (+ 590) 590.29.88.91
estates@sibarthrealestate.com
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Ross Coppelman, Jo-Anne Quetel, Dave Stevenson, and Albert Yaphet at Les Artisans, with
Dave’s Crustacea sculpture
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1. American, French, and
St Barth friends at a cocktail party in Camaruche
2. Brenda and Terry
Daniels from North
Carolina
3. Dal Tucker (left) with
Susan and Norman Weinberger of L’Avion: «Hi Dal,
you made it into the Weekly,» says Avigael.
4. Marine biologist Deborah Brosnan with Eddy
Stakelborough of Eddy’s
Restaurant
5. Edward Gadenus from
Ohio, Kathy Snow from
Miami, and Marius
Stakelborough at Eddy’s
7. Jo-Anne Quetel of Les
Artisans with custom cake
artist Elizabeth Hodes
8. Skipper Randy West
signing copies of
«The Hurricane Book»
at Les Artisans

Stay in touch
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Gustavia
88 Restaurant
Bête à Z’Ailes
Bar de l’Oubli
B4
Bonito
Carl Gustaf Lounge
Café Victoire
Côté Port
Do Brazil
Eddy’s Restaurant
Entre Deux
Harbour Saladerie
L’Entracte
L’Isola Ristorante
La Crêperie
La Cantina
La Route des Boucaniers
Le Bistro
Le Vietnam
Pipiri Palace
Repaire des Rebelles
The Strand
Ti Zouk K’fé
Victoria Restaurant (Carl Gustaf)
Wall House

Toiny
05.90.52.46.11
05 90 29 74 09
05.90.27.70.06
05.90.52.45.31
05.90.27.96.96
05.90.29 79 00
05.90.29.02.39
05.90.87.79.54
05.90.29 06 66
05.90.27 54 17
05.90.27.50.88
05.90.29 52 24
05.90.27.70.11
05.90.51.00.05
05 90 27 84 07
05.90.27.55.66
05.90.27 73 00
05.90.27 51 51
05 90 27 81 37
05.90.27 53 20
05.90.27 72 48
05.90.27.63.77
05 90 27 90 60
05.90.29.79.00
05.90.27 71 83

Saline
Esprit Saline
Grain de Sel
Le Tamarin
Pacri

05.90.52 46 10
05.90.52 46 05
05 90 27 72 12
05.90.29.35.63

Lorient
K’fé Massaï
Le Bouchon
Le Wok
Le Portugal à St Barth

05.90.29 76 78
05 90 27 79 39
05 90 27 52 52
05 90 27 68 59
05.90.29 85 26

Chez Yvon
Fellini Ristorante (Hôtel Le Manapany)

Chez Joe (Airport)
Eden Rock
Hideaway
Kiki e Mo
La Rôtisserie
Le Jardin
Le Glacier
Le Piment
La Plage
Maya to Go
Nikki Beach
Z

05.90.29 86 81
05.90.27.66.55

05.90.27.71.40
05.90.29 79 99
05.90.27.63.62
05.90.27.90.65
05.90.29.75.69
05 90 27 73 62
05 90 27 71 30
05.90.27.53.88
05.90.29.83.70
05.90.27.70.06
05.90.27.64.64
05.90.27.53.00

Pointe Milou
Mango Bar restaurant (Lunch)
Taïno Restaurant (Diner & Lounge)
Ti St-Barth

05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27 97 71

Grand Cul de Sac
Bartoloméo (Hôtel Guanahani)
Indigo (Hôtel Guanahani)
Restaurant des pêcheurs (Le Sereno)
O’Corail
La Gloriette

05.90.27 66 60
05.90.27.66.60
05.90.29.83.00
05.90.29.33.27
05.90.29.85.71

Colombier
Les Bananiers

05.90.27.93.48

Flamands
Chez Rolande
La Case de l’Ile
La Langouste
Taïwana

05.90.27.54.42
05.90.27 61 81
05.90.27.63.61
05.90.27 65 01

Lurin
05.90.27.61.04

Public
Maya’s

Anse des Cayes

05.90.29.77.47

Saint Jean

Santa Fé

Corossol
Le Régal

Le Gaïac (Hôtel Le Toiny)

05.90.27.75.73

Vitet
Hostellerie des 3 Forces

05 90 27 61 25
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Special Events
◗ Classical Music Festival:
Caribbean Nights
- Wednesday, February 23
at 8pm, Anglican Church
Fantasies 1900:
Chamber music concert

- Thursday, February 24
at 8pm, Anglican Church
From Baroque to Today:
the most beautiful musical
numbers
Tickets at the tourist office
or online at
www.nuits-caraibes.com
◗ Pre-Carnival Parades
Sunday, February 20 :
The 7th weekly preCarnival parade organized
by La Pointe en
Mouvement will take place
on Sunday, February 20
with the theme «Mas-aGlas» with several costumes available from the
association, which is located on Rue de la Paix in
Gustavia (behind the
Treasury), and open daily
from 5pm. Meet there on
Sunday at 5pm for a 6pm
sharp start. All musicians
are requested to attend a
rehearsal on Saturday at
6pm. For info call
06.90.453.502 (Henri).
P.S: Drivers of all vehicles
are asked to drive slowly
and carefully, with respect
for those who are marching
through the streets.

Live Music

◗ Daily at noon
DJ Yo One Sutter at restaurant La Plage, St Jean
◗ Every Friday & Saturday
After Work, live music, from
6-9pm at La Plage, St Jean
◗ Every evening
FB Julian resident DJ at
Kubbicle in London, from
6pm at 88, Carré d’Or,
◗ Through March 5
Work of Art, Live Music from
9pm to midnight, Bete A
Z’Ailes, Gustavia
◗ Every Thursday
- Live Music with Christian
from 7pm at Taino,
Christopher Hotel
- Spectacle Fire Show around
a wood-burning BBQ, Nikki
Beach, Saint Jean

St Barth Weekly n°212

TIME OUT
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
- Soley, the best of flamenco
into accoustic from 7pm at
La Banane, Lorient
◗ Thursday February 17
Pimp & Ho’S by DJ Frank N
@ Ti St Barth, Pointe Milou
◗ Friday February 18
- Stéphane Canot, from 5pm
at Carl Gustaf Hotel
◗ Saturday February 19
- Live Music with Soley for
Sunset & Dinner, at Do
Brazil, Gustavia
- Welcome to Crazy Banana,
First Show Ciribelli for Nikki
Beach at Strand, Gustavia
- Tremendous Johnsons,
8:00pm at Le Select, Gustavia
◗ Sunday February 20
- Live music with Yo One
from 1:30pm at La plage
◗ Tuesday, February 22
- Cabaret performance with
show girls at Ti St Barth,
Pointe Milou
- Live Music with Soley from
6pm, at Do Brazil, Gustavia
◗ Wednesday February 23
- Happy Hours with DJ
Patris Gero from 7pm at Le
Bistrot, Gustavia
- Soley, the best of flamenco
into accoustic from 7pm at
Bar de L’Oubli, Gustavia

Let’s Party

◗ Every Tuesday
- Cabaret Performance with
show girls at Ti St Barth,
Pointe Milou
◗ Every Thursday
Baywatch night with
Resident DJ James Kentaro
at Yacht Club, Gustavia
◗ Thursday February 17
- St Barth House Mafia with
DJS Julien Roussel, and
Nono on Drums, at The
Strand Supper Club,
Gustavia
◗ Friday, February 18
- DJ James Kentaro, Yacht
Club, Gustavia
- Fairies Evening, Strand
Supper Club, Gustavia
◗ Saturday, February 19
Pirates des Caraïbes by Piers
& Juju Guest Apparence,
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Jack Sparrow. @ Yacht Club,
Gustavia,
◗ Sunday, February 20
Casa Nikki Forever at Strand
Supper Club, Gustavia
◗ Monday February 21
- Everything is Good, Music
by Julien Roussel & Brooke
Johnston at The Strand
Supper Club, Gustavia
◗ Thursday February 22
Power Flower at The Strand
Supper Club, Gustavia

Fashion Show

◗ Daily Fashion Shows
- Fashion Show: every lunch
& dinner, La Plage, St Jean
- Fashion Show from the
Poupette boutique, from
1:00pm at Tamarin, Saline.
- at 9:00pm Fashion show at
Ti St Barth except Sunday
◗ Every Tuesday
6:30pm: Fashion show by
the pool, from the boutique
at the Isle de France
◗ Every Saturday
8 :00pm: Fashion show by the
pool, from the boutique Linde
gallery at Taino Restaurant,
Christopher Hotel
◗ Friday February 18
- Fashion show by La Civette
boutique, 2pm @ Nikki
Beach, Saint Jean
◗ Saturday, February 19
Fashion show by Marina
boutique, 2pm @ Nikki
Beach, Saint Jean
◗ Sunday, February 20
Fashion show by Sunday bou-

tique, 2pm @ Nikki Beach,
Saint Jean

Exhibitions
◗ Art Opening
Friday February 18
Ross Coppleman has been
hand-crafting high-karat
gold, platinum, and sterling silver jewelry
for over thrity-five years.
At 6pm at Les Artisans,
Gustavia
◗ Through February 18
Raimundo Figueroa
presented by to b.art
Elisa Bally Showroom
Cour Vendome, 2nd floor,
Gustavia
◗ Through March 8
Dominique Rousserie, Peter
Gurnz, Marco Glaviano,
Marco Cella, Paolo Rossini,
Philippe Pasqua at
TomBeachArtStudio, St Jean
◗ Through March 30
Patrick Varachez, Bar du
Village Saint Jean
◗ Throught February 28
Nicole Etienne : Bare at Eden
Rock Gallery, Saint Jean
◗ Permanent Exhibits
- Alain le Chatelier, Les
Artisans, Gustavia
- Works by Cyrille Margarit,
Nikki Beach, St Jean
- Photography by Wolfgang
Ludes, Jean-Philippe Piter,
Antoine Verglas at Clic
Bookstore and Gallery,
Gustavia

■ At your services

■ Puzzle

www.sudokustar.fr
There's no math involved. The grid has numbers, but
nothing has to add up to anything else. You solve the
puzzle with reasoning and logic. It's fun. It's challenging. It's addictive!“Fill in the grid so that every row,
every column, and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1
through 9."That's all there is to it.

■ Local Weather

Friday
PRIVATE EVENT PLANNER:
dinner, cocktail, birthday party, etc
at your villa or yacht.
Contact Nelly at 0690 61 85 77
or email
nelly.roussel@hotmail.com
Published by
"Le Journal de Saint-Barth"
ISSN-1766-9278

Ph. : 05.90.27.65.19
stbar thweekly@wanadoo.fr
Director & layout : Avigaël Haddad
Chief Editor: Pierrette Guiraute,
English texts & Translations : Ellen Lampert Greaux Advertising :
Avigaël 0690 547 624 - Nabil 0690 770 070
Photos : Rosemond Gréaux - Impression : Daily Herald

Solution
Check
the solutions
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Scattered Clouds
High: 80° F
Wind E 11mph
Night : Clear
Low: 75° F
Wind ENE 10mph

Saturday
Scattered Clouds
High: 80° F
Wind E 13mph
Night : Clear
Low: 75° F
Wind ENE 9mph

Sunday
Scattered Clouds
High: 80° F
Wind ENE 11mph
Night : Scattered Clouds
Low: 74° F
Wind NE 9mph

Monday
Scattered Clouds
High: 80° F
Wind ENE 13mph
Night : Scattered Clouds
Low: 75° F
Wind E 10mph
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■ Classified ads
Looking for...
You’re looking for
someone you can count
on for your villa. I am
reliable discrete and
handworking.
Contact me for your
villa managament and
upkeeping.
cc.sbh@orange.fr
Cell. 06 90 54 48 82

Real Estate
For Sale, A charming villa recently refurbished,
composed of a master
bedroom and two bedrooms for children. Situated on the hillside of St
Jean, the villa offers a
very pleasant livingroom which opens onto
the swimming-pool.
St Barth Properties

Sotheby’s International
Realty : 0590 29 75 05
For Sale, a property in
Corossol comprised of a
main house with two
bedrooms, and a terrace
with a pool and two separate buildings that can
be used either as studios
or for storage, and an
office. Good investment
opportunity for those
looking to receive
income from separated
rental units.
St Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty : 0590 29 75 05

Private sale of fourbedroom home in Marigot, large deck, ocean
views.
e-mail
:
m.toupet@orange.fr

■ Emergency numbers
Rescue At Sea
Gendarmerie
Hospital
Fire dept.
Doctor on call
Pharmacy

■

05 90 27 57 58/ 06 90 64 08 07
05 90 27 11 70
05 90 27 60 35
18 / 05 90 27 66 13
05 90 90 13 13
Airport
05 90 27 66 61
Gustavia
05 90 27 61 82
Saint Jean
05 90 29 02 12

Useful numbers

Tourism office
05 90 27 87 27
Harbour
05 90 27 66 97
Boat company
Voyager
05 90 87 10 68
Airlines company Winair
05 90 27 61 01
St-Barth Commuter 05 90 27 54 54
Air Caraïbes
05 90 27 71 90
American Airlines 00 599 54 52040
Taxis
Gustavia
05 90 27 66 31
Saint-Jean
05 90 27 75 81
Town Hall
05 90 29 80 40
EDF (electricity company office)
05 90 29 80 81
Water system
05 90 27 60 33
Marine Reserve
06 90 31 70 73
Catholic church Sunday 8:30am Gustavia 05 90 27 95 38
Anglican church Sunday 9am.
05 90 29 74 63
Evangelical church Gustavia Sunday 9am
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